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ABSTRACT 
A constant distance code pair (A, B) is a pair of binary codes of length m = 2n + e (e = 0 or 1) such 
that for some & 
VaeA VbeB[d(a_,b)=a]. 
Ahlswede, El Gamal, and Pang proved that for such a pair 
IAI-tBI_<22". 
We show that such a pair of codes consists of translates of  orthogonal evenweight codes, which 
makes the inequality obvious. The pairs for which equality holds are characterized. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the following we consider binary codes and we shall use the following 
notation. If x~ 0:~ and Co_ F~, then x+ C: = {x+ctc~ C}. 
0 :=(0 ,0  .. . . .  O)~F~ n, 1 :=(1, 1 ..... 1)cY~', 
w(_x) : = weight of _x, 
_x,y: = (XlYl,XEY2 . . . . .  x, ,Ym) if _x = (x l ,x :  . . . . .  Xm), Y = (Yl,Y2 . . . . .  Ym). 
For CC_ F~' we denote by (C)  the subspace of [F~" spanned by the elements 
of  C. 
* This research was supported by the Netherlands' Organization for Pure Research (Z.W.O.). 
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If there is a permutation a of the positions of codewords such that 
(Aa, Ba)=(A' ,B ' ) ,  where A,B ,A ' ,B 'c  ~,  then we say that the code pairs 
(A, B) and (A',B') are equivalent. 
If d(a, _b) = 6 for all a ~ A, _b e B, then we write d(A, B) = 6. 
In this paper A and B will always denote binary codes of length m = 2n + e 
(where e=0 or 1) such that d(A,B)=6. 
In [1] Ahlswede, E1 Gamal, and Pang proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. 
IAI.[BI<__22". 
They gave the following examples, where equality holds in Theorem 1. 
Ai: = {(0,0),(1, 1)}"®{0} *, for i=0, 1, 
Bo: = {(0, 1), (1,0)}"® {0} e, 
B~:= ((0, 1), (1,0)}'®{1}L 
We have Ai, B i c_ g:~ with d(A i, Bi) = n + ei and IAi[ • [Bi[ = 22". 
We shall show that for an equidistant code pair (A,B) the codes _a+A and 
_b+B, when aeA,  _beB, are orthogonal, even weight codes. This makes 
Theorem 1 obvious and furthermore the proof is shorter than the original one. 
Additionally, we shall prove that the examples given above are essentially the 
only examples of equality in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Assume IAI . IB[=2 z". Then, for any a~A,  (_q+A,_a+B) is 
equivalent to (Ao, Bo) or (AI,B1). 
The situation where 6 is prescribed is more difficult. We shall comment on 
this problem in Section 3. 
2. PROOFS 
The following two lemmas are obvious. 
LEMMA 1. For any xe  U:~', d(x_+A,x+B)=6. 
LEMMA 2. Let _a, b ~ ~:~'. Then 
d((a ), _b) = 6 i ff w(a ,_b) = ½ w(a) and w(_b) = 6. 
PROPOSITION. For any aeA and _bEB we have 
(1) _a+AU_b+BC_I l ,  
(2) (a+A) ~- zb+B.  
Note: R. Ahlswede r cently informed us that Ph. Delsarte and Ph. Piret proved Theorem 1 in a 
way similar to ours. 
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PROOF. By Lemma 1 all words of _a+ B have weight fi and then Lemma 2 
implies that all words of  a+A have even weight, and by symmetry this also 
holds for b + B. 
For any x e A and y e B we have from Lemma 2 
w((a + x)*(g  + y))  = ½ w(a + x) = w((a + x)*(a  + b)); 
so w((_a+x)*(_b+y)) is even. 
This implies that _a+x and b+y are orthogonal ,  giving (2). [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Choose a eA  and b e B. By the Proposit ion we have 
IZ l . ln l= la_+Zl . lb+n l<_ l<a_+Z) l . l (a+Z>±Nl±l<_22L  II 
REMARK. The proof  of  Theorem 1 shows that if equality holds in the bound 
tAI. IB[ <2 2n, then we must have 
and 
a+A=(g+A)  
b+B=(a_+A)±N1 ± 
for all a e A and b ~ B. 
We need one more elementary lemma on distances. 
LEMMA 3. Let _x,y,_be []:~ with d ( (x ,y ) ,b )=~.  Then d(_x*y,_b)=fi. 
PROOF. Set x = x I , y =_x 2 and let ..x 3 =_x I -t-x 2. We define 
Wi:---- W(Xi), ri: = W(X_j*X~), Si: = w(xj*x_k*b_) 
for all { i, j, k } = { 1,2, 3 }. Then, because x 1 + _x 2 + _x 3 = _0, 
0 F 2 = W 2 , 
1 r 3 w 3 
while by Lemma 2 
i!  llsl iwl 0 $2 - -  1 W2 • 
1 s 3 w 3 
We conclude that si= l r  i for  i=  1,2, 3. In particular 
w((_x .y ) ,b )  = s3 = ½r3 = ½ w(x*y), 
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SO 
d(x_.y,b_)=w(b_)=5 by Lemma 2. [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The proof consists of six steps. 
i) Without loss of generality a=0eA and B has constant weight 5. 
ii) By the remark following the proof of Theorem 1 we know that A = (A) is 
an even weight linear code and that b+B=(b_+B)=A±N1 j-, for all 
b~B. 
iii) For all x,y~A, x*y~A. 
Proof.  Since A is-linear, d((x_,y),_b)=5 for all _b~B. So by Lemma 3, 
d(x,y, b_) = 6 for all b ~ B. Therefore d(A U {_x,y}, B) = 5. Since [A i • IB] = 2 2" 
it follows from Theorem 1 that x.y~A. 
iv) A =_b + B is self-dual; (here we call a code C of odd length "self-dual" if 
C ± = <C, 1 >). 
Proof.  By ii) and iii) A (= a +A) is self-orthogonal nd by symmetry the 
same holds for b+B.  Since ]A I • I_b +B I =2 2", both are in fact self-dual. 
We have b + B__ A -~ from (2) of the Proposition. 
v) A is equivalent to Ao=A 1 (so without loss of generality A =A0=A~). 
Proof. By iii) we see that if _x is a word of minimal weight in A, then x_.y 
is either _0 or _x for all yeA .  So, taking _x as basis vector for A and using 
the fact that A is self-aual, it follows that A is equivalent to A 0. 
vi) B i sB0orB  1. 
Proof. Let a be a word of weight 2 in A. Since d(a, b) -- w(b) for each b e B 
we must have w(a,b)= 1 by Lemma 2. Together with IB[ =2" this forces 
B=Bo=B ~ for m=2n, while for m=2n+ 1 this forces B to be B 0 or B 1, 
since all words of B must have the same coordinate in the position where 
all words of A have a 0. [] 
3. GENERALIZATIONS 
In the previous sections 6 was not fixed. It turned out that in the case of 
equality in Theorem 1 we have 5 = n (or n + e). One could ask the question what 
can be said about ]A I • Inl  if we fix 5. Let us define 
M(m,5): =max {[A t • IBI IA c ~:~',Bc [:~,d(A,B)=5}, 
as in [1]. Notice that if d(A,B)=6, then d(A, 1 +B)=m-5; so without loss of 
generality 0<_ 5___ ½m. 
Clearly M(m,0)= 1 for all m and M(m, 1)=m for m_4.  In general, if 5 is 
small and m is sufficiently large one expects that 
M(m, 5'=(m6) 
which is realized by A = {_0} and B = {all words of weight 5}. E.g., if 5 = 2 this 
is easy to prove. 
For 5 close to ½m, one expects M(m, 5)= 22~ which can be realized by a 
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solut ion to the problem M(26,~), given by Theorem 2, with a number of  O's 
added to each word.  The situat ion between these two extremal ones could be 
quite diff icult to analyze. 
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